Introduction
The aim of this paper is to investigate the integral operator C = I + A, here I -the identity operator, and the operator A is of the form Nonhomogeneous equation Cu = / appears when solving linear boundary value problems in combined domains with irregular boundary points [7, 8] .
Besides, nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous equation Cu = 0 make it possible to construct solutions of one class of homogeneous linear boundary value problems, which play an important role in asymptotic methods theory [10].
Integral equations with the kernels represented by positively homogeneous of degree -1 functions were investigated by many authors [see cf. 1, 9, 11, 15] . The results were eventually based on the theory of Wiener-Hopf integral equations on a semi-axis with difference kernels [2, 3, 5, 13] . The ex-tensive literature on the operators with fixed point singularities is reviewed in [1, 13] .
Unfortunately, those results can not be immediately applied to the equation (1). The first point is that functional spaces must be different in comparison with those presented in mentioned papers, and the second point is a necessity to investigate an influence of the function K{A,£). Moreover, taking into account the fact that the function K(\,£) in (1) can be numerically found from certain recurrence procedure, see [7, 8] , we need to obtain weakest conditions on K(\,£) which allows to separate properly the operator A on singular and compact parts.
Notation, definitions and basic facts
We denote by Z, p ' a '^(R_t_) a weighted Lebesgue space of functions psummable on R + with the norm ||u|| of u G L p ' a '0(M.+ ) given by for some a, ¡3 G R, p G [1, oo). We shall also consider a space of functions, having distributional derivatives u^ G X p ' a+ -7,^+ -'(R + ) up to the order /, with the norm j=0 These spaces are natural for the investigation of the operator A, because the reduction of the boundary value problems to integral equations Cu = / has been justified [7, 8] in these spaces only.
Let us note that the space is not the usual Sobolev space [6] .
Functions from and its distributional derivatives have interconnected behaviour in the neighbourhood of zero and infinity. It is evident that for any h > 0, / € N:
, though the embeddings are not compact. Here the spaces X°°(ii), L p (Sl) , (p G [l,oo) ) are the usual Banach spaces with respective norms. By P a : X X we shall understand the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function of a set (0, a); Q a -I -P a is the complementary projector to it in X. Here X(= X(R + )) is any of the defined above spaces.
We shall distinguish the following sets from the space Set Zg (as well as Z) is not dense, of course, in Z°°(R+), however it is "sufficiently rich", for example C fc-1 (R;j_) C Z for any natural k.
Let us consider the function
The following equality can be verified in a straightforward way
Pp-a,a-p(0-Consequently the function w a A X i £) depends on a difference of the parameters a, (3 only, so we shall write
It is easy to see that for any a, b £ R, c, 6 £ R +
w a -w b = w a+b , w c e Zg, ||w c ||oo = 1-Let us consider the integral operator A, determined in (1). Throughout the paper, we shall assume that K € Z°°(R+), the function !P(A,f) is positively homogeneous of the degree -1 (see (2)) and satisfies the condition
unless otherwise is specified. By a», /?* we denote inf and sup, respectively, over a and (3 for which condition (8) Proof. We present the operator in the form
Taking into account (7) and Lemma's conditions, it is sufficient to prove that the operator
is bounded. Changing arguments A = exp(-Ai), £ = exp(-), and denoting
we obtain the operator A* :
The last operator is consequently represented by the form A+ = UA.U-1 , where by U :
?(*+) we have denoted the operators:
Ax e R; = A € R+.
Because of UV~X = I and ||Z7zi||J t,j.(m) = IM|.L» , ' a '''(»+)> the operators U and U~x are isometrical ones. Hence, the operator A« :
. It remains to notice that i> € I*(R) (see (8), (10)), and the boundedness of operators in form A* has been proved in [16] (see also [4, 12] ).
Observe that in the conditions of Lemma 1 instead of K € ¿°°(R+) it is assumed a more precise inclusion wt,K € L°°(R+). Obviously in a trivial case b > 0 the second point follows from the first one. But in the case b < 0 the parameter b makes it possible to correct for the function the relation between the space parameters a,¡3, defined (8). 
where 1) is the distributional derivative of the function with respect to the first argument. Further, we can proceed as follows
Now the boundedness of the operator can be verified in a similar way as in Lemma 1.
and the function wbK € Z°°(R+) satisfies the conditions (5). Then the operator A : £P.«+M-fc(r+) R+) is bounded for any 0 < 2h < min{2
6,fi-a-b}.
Proof. Represent the operator A in the form 
Consequently we need to investigate the functions w^K-fh near the zero and infinity points. Consider the function wbKjh in the neighbourhood of zero (0 < A, £ < 1). (The other point can be handled in an analogous way.) Taking into account the condition (5) and denoting t = A/£, we obtain:
This completes the proof.
Remark 2. If we assume stronger conditions in the Lemma 3, namely: (i) 1) € (ii) the functions wb\*- §^K G I°°(R$.) (s = 0,1) satisfy (5), then it can be proved that the statement of Lemma 3 is true for the space W[' a ' p , instead of L p ' a To show this fact and the compactness of the inclusion into LP> a + h iP~h is a way to prove the following statement: Under the conditions
. We do not prove Remark 2 but propose below (see Lemma 6) weaker conditions for the functions K,which are sufficient for the compactness of the operator A. Namely, we shall not assume any properties of the distributional derivatives of the functions w^K, as it is in the points (i)-(ii) of Remark 2, but the conditions (5) for WbK with 6 = 0.
The sets Z,Z$ play an important role. The following two Lemmas for the operator determined in (10), show that. Proof. Changing arguments similarly as in (11), we obtain that the operators PaA^Qa, QaA*Pa are isometrically equivalent to integral operators in space L p (R+) with kernels (from I 1 (R)) depending on the sum of the arguments. The compactness of such operators was proved in [3] (see also [2, 13] Proof. First of all let us note that the operator PRQTA+PRQT acting in the space L p,a,p (R+) is isometrically equivalent to the operator A* R in Proof. Fix £ > 0. From the definition (4), (5) of the set Zq it can be found certain r,R€ R+, and integer N, such that the following inequalities: ||!?(.,l)|| 1 ' 0 '^||P r (A)P P (0«;6/ir||oo < e/3;
hold. Here the function K^ is determined in (4). By A^ denote the operator with the kernel function Kp? instead of Wf,K (see (9)). Let us consider the operator B = AN -P r ANP r -QnANQR.
It is evident from (12) that ||A -5||
p ' a ' /3 < e. On the other hand the operator B can be rewritten in the form B = PrQtAnQtPr + QtAnP t + QrAnPrQt + QtPrAnQr + P t AmQt• Further note that the function wp-a-bKx in the kernel of the operator AN (9) appears as KN in the form (4) also. It means that AN is the sum of the operators, determined by the composition of bounded operators and an operator similarly as A*. This fact together with Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 shows that the operator B (hence and A) is compact in the space X p0i ' /3 (R + ).
Main result
Now assume that w^K £ Z$. Then there exists functions I(\, I\2 and a function K$ such that w^Ks £ Zs, po,-b^i,Pb,o^2 G £°°(R+)> and the following equality (6) is true Denote by (14) * x (i) -KxiWit, 1), ¥ 2 (t) = K 2 (t)9(t, 1).
Since 6 ¿ 1,a '^(R.4.) (as we have assumed everywhere in the paper),
Remark 3. In spite of the fact that the kernel of the integral operator A is not uniquely represented as the product of two functions K, & (Remark 1), it is clear that the functions J^i,!^ in (14) are uniquely defined.
Let us determine in the space L P (R) operators C\, C2 00 (Cit>)(i) = v(t) + J -s)v{s) ds, -00 00 (C2v)(t) = v(t) + f <P2(t-s)v(s)ds, -00
where (t) = ^(e-^e"«*, $2(0 = 92(e-*)e-0t . By the projector P from L p {R) to L p (R) we shall below understand the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function of the set R+ C R. Then Q shall be the complementary projector to it in L p {R). (11) we obtain the required conclusion.
This Theorem makes possible to use the results from [2, 3, 13] to investigate the operator C. Specifically, the symbol [3, 13] of the pair operator PC\ + QC2 in L P (R) is identical to the symbol c(A,0) of the operator C in L p > a 'P(R+). Hence Let us here note that if the hypothesis of Corollary 4 are satisfied then the functions Ci(A), c2(A) do not have any zeros in the corresponding domains of analyticity 0 < QA < h, -h < SA < 0. Now assume that the functions ci(A), 02(A) do not satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4 and have numerous zeros in respective layers. By aij (I = 1,2; j = 1,2,..., mi) we denote all different zeros of these functions in the regions 0 < 9A < h, -h < 9A < 0, respectively, pij -their multiplicity. Then it can be shown the following corollary Proof. We take advantage of the representation of the operator C as in (16) Remark 4. Corollary 3 and Corollary 6 make possible to obtain some simple result on a regularity of solutions of the equations. In fact it is evident that W$ a,/J (R + ) C W£(il e ) (fi, = (e,l/0) for any £ € (0,1). Here Wj,(Sl e ) is the usual Sobolew space [6] . Then from the embedding theorem [6] it follows that Wfc a,>3 (R+) C C r (R+) if r + 1 € N and r < / -l/p (r < I -1 for p = 1). Moreover, the behaviour of these functions and its classical derivatives near zero and infinity points can be investigated by their asymptotics.
<f>(t)+ f $l(t-s)4>(s)ds+(T?<f>){t), 0 < t < oo; 4>(t) + f #5(t -s)(f>(s) ds + (TZ4>)(t), -
In conclusion, let us note that results of the paper can easily be extended on systems of the singular equations with analogous kernels. Those systems present some boundary value problems (see [8] ).
